Simultaneous radiotherapy and cis-platinum for the treatment of brain metastases. A pilot study.
Thirteen patients with the established diagnosis of brain metastases were treated with weekly intravenous or intra-arterial cis-platinum (40-60 mg/m2) during whole-brain irradiation (5,000 cGy over 5 weeks). Objective tumor response was observed in 12 patients (seven complete responses [CRs] and five partial responses [PRs]), and one patient showed stable disease (NC) following treatment. Chemotherapy- and radiation therapy-related toxicity was mild. There was no enhanced radiation therapy side effects on the normal tissues. Intracarotid cis-platinum with radiotherapy resulted in five CRs, two PRs, and one NC. Intravenous cis-platinum with conventional radiation therapy resulted in two CRs and three PRs. Responses according to tumor type were as follows: lung cancer (three adenocarcinoma, one mixed type, and one small-cell anaplastic carcinoma), two CRs and three PRs; breast cancer, one CR; thyroid cancer, one CR; unknown primary cancer, one CR; and melanoma, one NC. These results represent a relatively high CR rate (53.8%) for an otherwise barely manageable complication of malignant disease. Further controlled studies are recommended.